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very cool software. no more being reminded of why your computer is
the way it is if youre having issues. one queston though. if you dont
have a windows7 genuis iso, what do you do with the activation file? I
just tried this yesterday. I noticed a blue screen of death. my laptop
will not even turn on now. If i let it sit for a while, it will turn on and
get to the windows login screen, then blue screen. is there a fix for
this? i tried this, it worked but it made the windows 7 screen appear
for a split second, then it went right back to the windows logo. i guess
i didnt have the update install done properly. thanks for all the help.
this is better than the previous guys. Thanks for the free windows 7
activator blazed69. This worked great in my case. I just had to do a
manual activation and skip the activation screen on the win 7 install.
Now my laptop is running like new again. Its worth every penny. Ive
been struggling with this for a month now. I really love this program
and am so grateful for you giving it for free! I tried activating my
Windows 7 Ultimate through the update window and it didn't work. I
restarted my computer and I tried the download again and it
succeeded. Then I ran the activation tool you gave and it updated my
Ultimate license and activated it. Thank you so much for your help! im
having the same problem as others here in that my windows xp is
activated and i cant seem to activate my windows 7 installation. im
using windows 7 x64 and im still working on the automatic removal of
the activation. i tried uninstalling add-remove program on my
windows 7 ultimate x64 machine with no result (or maybe i didnt do it
right and i didnt need to uninstall anything lol), I then found the
following post from a year ago, which helped me navigate my way to
remove the activation from my windows 7 setup. i then removed both
the window.exe and sfc tools and removed my old version of sfc but i
still cant seem to get rid of the activation on my machine, please help
me!
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